Never too much Bull!!

M.R. Bugle
Ken & Becky Mesaros

— Trophy Bulls —
— Seedstock —

M.R. Bugle
Cascade, MT
(H) 406-866-3318
(C) 406-899-2776
ken@mrbugle.com
www.mrbugle.com

Leo
504” Typical in 2019, unofficial
1st Place Typical in 2014 & 2015
Semen Available

Rosco

FEMALE BASE BACK TO CLEARSTONE

Klyde
465” Typical with 71 4/8” beam
in 2019, unofficial
445” at 6, 2nd Place Typical
430 2/8” at 5, 1st Place Typical

• 480 at 7, unofficial • 451 at 5, unofficial
• 430 at 4, unofficial

— Trophy Bulls —
— Seedstock —